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Filming ·begins on _'Superboy' at- UCF
Is it a bird? No. ls .it a plane? No. It's a television crew from Hollywood!
bring him into contact with situations
requiring action from Superboy, the
series will also feature his good friend
from Smallville, Lana Lang. Played by
Stacy Haiduk, Lang is a student who
often lands herself in difficulties that
require help from Superboy.
Jim Calvert plays as T.J. White,
Daily.Planet editor Perry White's son.
White is Clark Kent's roommate and
fellow journalist in the Siegel school of
Journalism. Lex Luthor, Superboy's
arch rival also will appear from time to
time as a senior at Shuster University.
Filming for the half-hour series
began Aug. 15 and will continue until
November. The series, scheduled to
premiere Oct.3, will be broadcast on
150 stations, including all of the top 20
markets representing92 percent of the
country.

by Doris Pfister
THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.,

The University of Central Florida
campus has been transformed into the
center stage for the filming of
Superboy's college life at Shuster University.
Starring in the role of the young
Clark Kent is film newcomer John
Haymes Newton. Superboy follows the
adventures of the 19 year-old Superman who is a journalism major at
Shuster University. According to
Viacom Enterprises sources, "The series will combine the humor and spectacular action sequences that generations offans have come to expect from
Superman with a sense ofrealism that
is consistent with 1ife today."
In addition to Clark Kent, whose
activities as a student reporter often

Hard at work is the cast of the new TV series, Superboy, whcih is being filmed at
UCF and is scheduled to premiere Oct. 3.

SEE'SUPERBOY'PAGE5

GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY
This groundbreaking ceremony, held during thts past Spring semester, marked the beginning of
UCF's 25th Anniversary and was attended by many of the people that helped UCF get its start.

Senate race attracts ·many
by Benjamin B. Markeson
COPY EDITOR

Tom Webster/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

VANDALISM STRIKES AGAIN!
This sign, orginally by the Phi Delta Thetas, shows the work of
the local neighborhood sign-vandals.

SPORTS
.

~

.)

•Can the Knights make it
2-0 this weekend, when
they play West Georgia, a
team anxious to avenge
last year's 52-14 loss to
UCF? Also, soccer star
Michelle Akers is profiled.

Robert Bliss. "I'm expecting
every seat to be contested by
two or three people."
Bliss added that "Most
people are going to wait until
the last second [to turn in petitions] to see who they run
against." People interested in
running have until 5 p.m. today to turn in their petitions.

With a little more than two
days left, 62 people had picked
up candidacy petitions for the
annual Student Senate elections, as of 1:30 p.m. Tuesday.
"Right now a lot of people
have taken out petitions, a lot
more than usual; and we're
The elections will be held
really happy about that," said Tuesday, Sept. 20 and WedChief Elections Commissioner nesday, Sept. 21from10 a.m.
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to 7 p.m. both days.
Up·for grabs are 40 Senate
seats:ll from the College of
Arts and Sciences, nine from
the College of Business, seven
from the College, of Engineering, five from the College of
Education, two from the Liberal Studies Program, one atlarge seat from the main campus, and one each from the
Brevard, South Orlando and

SEE ELECTION PAGE 4
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•Find out how running in
'The Race For Time' could
rescue the world's chi I- COMICS
dren from disease and
deprivation. Also, check . CLASSIFIED
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COMING SEPTEMBER Sth & 9th
,

•

TO THE UCF GYM ..-.
THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER'S

•

•

A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO. GET
TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS CAREER
AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

,.,,,

•

"
-

.

•
•

c

ONE PM TO FIVE PM

ONE PM TO FIVE PM

•

THURSDAY SEPT. 8

FRIDAY SEPT. 9

•

NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS

TECHNICAL MAJORS

•

(All Business Majors, Liberal Studies, Humanities
&Fine Arts, Social Studies, Etc.)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:

(Engineering, Computer Science,
Natural Sciences, Health)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:

FBI
NCR
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinel Communications
U.S. Navy
Crossroads Hospltal
U. S. Office Of Personnel Management
Nielsen Media Research
Harris Semiconductor
American Pioneer Telephone
Norrell Servcies
Arthur Andersen
Arthur Young
Touche Ross
Koivu, Ruta & Company
Lovelace Roby
Seidman & Seidman
Ernst & Whinney
Barnett Bank
Sun Bank
Florida National Bank
First Union National Bank
Citizens & Southern National Bank
Southeast Bank
General Electric Lighting
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Allstate Insurance Co.
Wallace Computer
Mutual Of Omaha
Toys "R" Us
Haverty Furniture Co.
CM Financial Group
U.S. Treasury, Bureau of A. T. & F.
Stuart James
9 West
Quaker Oats Co.
Peat Marwick Main & Co.
State Farm Insurance Co.
Auditor General - State Of Florida
Davgar Restaurants, Inc.
Premier Industrial Corporation
Piccadilly Cafeterias, Inc.
Wal-Mart $tores, Inc.

FBI
NCR
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinal Communications
U.S. Navy
Crossroads Hospital
U.S. Office Of Personnel Management
Nielsen Media research
Harris Semiconductor
Harris Government Systems
Harris Controls &Composition
American Pioneer'Telephone
Pratt & Whitney
Southern Bell
Martin Marietta
Florida Power & Light
Florida Power Corporation
AT&T
Naval Training Systems Center
Intergraph Corporation
NOAA Officers Corps
Concurrent Computer Corp.
Norrell Services
UPS
Post Buckley Schuh & Jernigan, Inc.
State Farm Insurance Co.

•

General Bectric company
NASA
Lockheed Space Operations
Strom~rg Car1son

LOCATION: UCF Gymnasium • Education Building TIME: One PM to Five PM Both Days .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM GRACEY IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361

..
•

•

•
•
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Duke's educ. record mixed
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

..
•

If he's elected president in November, <rt>v. Michael Dukakis will take
with him eduaction policies that have
left students in Massachusetts with ·
more financial aid and campuses with
more buildings, but that have also gotten the state's public colleges in deep
budget troubles.
This fall, for example, some schools
are turning away students, replacing
teachers with computers and raising
tuition 8.5 percent; a higher hike than
the national average of 4 percent, to
cope with deep budget cuts.
In general, the Dukakis administration has been both a boon and a bust for
colleges and universities.
'fhe
boons
have
been
considered:Since beginning his second
term in 1982, after a four-year abscence from the governor's office and a
stint teaching at Harvard, Dukakis has
raised student aid, faculty salaries and
the budgets of other programs on public campuses to promote his high tech
agenda for the state's economy.
As federal government reduced aid
to students, the Dukakis administration picked up the slack: Since 1983 the
state's scholarship fund, for example,
jumped from $19 million to $84 million.
Earlier in 1988, Dukakis signed
legislation to initiate more than $400
million in massive construction, maintenance and repair projects on several
campuses, a bill that was a top priority
for education officials.
"I think we were treated reasonably
fairly," said Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor of the Board of Regents of Higher
Education.
Yet Massachuetts students and
administrators maintain they're frus-

• RED CROSS CLASSES

Recreational Services, in cooperation with the American
Red Cross, will be holding certification classes in CPR, first
aid, advanced life saving, and
life gaurd training for student
and faculty/staff. These
classes will meet every Monday evening at 6 p.m. at the
UCF pool. The first class,
which is CPR, will begin Sept.
12.
For more information, contact Recreational Services at
275-2408.
•SK RACE

The Race Against Time will
be held Sept. 11 in downtown
Orlando at 11 a.m. The prerace registration fee is $8 and
$10 the day of the race.
For more information, call
the Track Shack at 898-1313.
• SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP

The National Space Club
will award a $7 ,500 scholarship for the 1989-90 academic
year. The scholarship is in
memory of Dr. Robert H. <rt>ddard, America's rocket pioneer. For more information,
coritact the National Space
Club/Goddard Scholarship,
655 15th St., N.W., Suite 300,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
•ENGINEERING AWARDS

The American Concrete Institute will award three scholarships of $2,500 each. Applicants must have completed
studies for a bachelor's degree
in engineering, and must be
accepted for graduate study in

trated by what they see as .a bias toward private institutions, by scandals
that pushed several campus presidents
out of jobs and by Dukakis's failure to
maintain adequate operations budgets
for state colleges.
Jenifer, for one, said operating
budget costs have almost paralyzed the
state higher education system.
Public campuses will receive $638
million this year, $21.3 million less
than last year. Current operating
budgets are "not conducive to maintaining programs," said Jenifer.
Fitchberg State President Vincent
Mara called the reductions the most
severe blow to public institutions since
the state's fiscal crisis during
Dukakis's first term in 1975.
Several schools say they'll accept
fewer students this year because of
financial woes. To save money, they'll
cut back on teaching assistants, freeze
faculty hiring and tap maintenance
funds to try to provide the same level of
services as last year.
The University of Massachuetts at
Amherst, the state's flagship public
university with more than 20,000
undergraduates, is charging students
a special one-time $230 fee to raise
emergency cash.
Students throughout the state public system face an 8.5 percent tuition
hike in the coming year and a substantial increase in dormitory fees.
Many University of Lowell students
will receive instruction from computers, instead of faculty members, in
order to cut costs. Those students will
have to pay a $100 fee to use computer
labs.
"Without the faculty we have to do
something," said President William T.
Hogan.

Which presidential candidate do you think will do the most for
education?
"I think Bush will strive for greater strength in education because he's
trying to establish a young generation image, and he wants a strong
following from younger citizens."
-Joe Parris, 21, advertising /pr
"The Bush/Quayle ticket appears very concerned with education, however, I am concerned that this money will be used for defense instead."
-Amy Rowan, 21, communicative disorders
"Bush. I feel he will continue some of Reagan's policies on education."
-Glenn Matchett, 23, electrical engineering
"Bush is apparently concerned with youth in this election, yet his priority
would still be defense spending."
-Kelly Gardenhour, 19, occupational therapy
·
"I think that if Dukakis was elected president, he would raise the salaries
for education, but inflation would probably go up so much that it wouldn't
matter."
-Kelly Elwood, 23, math education
"Taking into consideration the education class I'm taking, and talking
about what we have talked about, no matter what candidate gets into
office, he will raise salaries for teachers."
-E. Larry Gutierrez, 20, history educatwn
"Either candidate, Bush or Dukakis, will raise the salaries for education
because teacher standards are higher."
-Keith Emerson, 23, liberal studies

"I feel George Bush would be the best presidential candidate because
I believe that the Republicans value an education, and feel that it is
necessary for the well-being of the nation."

- Steve Conner, 19, communications

SEE DUKAKIS PAGE 7

the area of concrete.
The deadline for applications is Dec. 16. For more information call Will Shaffner at
275-2827.
• AIDS SEMINAR

UCF's College of Health
Task Force on Af DS wi 11 present the Bill Young AIDS Education Seminar Sept. 8-10 at
the Radisson Hotel in downtown Orlando.
For more information call
Sharon Douglass at 275-2214.

Applicants must be black
American citizens. Areas of
study are restricted to any
field of study in arts and sciences, mathematics, business
or engineering.
Applications must be postmarked by Jan. 15. Applications can be obtained in ADM
144.
•CAMPUSJOB

The office of Student Information is looking for a few good
juniors or seniors to work on
campus. Applicants must be
work-study qualified and have
• QUALITY MANAGEMENT
The rules of modem man- spent at least two semesters on
agement for leaders in local campus.
For more information congovernment will be detailed
Sept. 23 in the final session of tact Steve Considine in the
a three-part workshop spon- Student Affairs suite or phone
sored by the UCF Institute of 275-2821.
Government.
For more information call • REFRESHER COURSES
The UCF College of EngiPhyllis Allison at 275-2123.
neering will again offer fall
refresher courses for those
• WATERSKll FOR TUITION
The American Water Ski Edu- preparing for professional
cational Foundation will examinations.
award six scholarships for the
The courses are conducted
1989-90 school year. Persons in conjunction with the Florida
interested in applying should Engineering Society, and will
write to: AWSEF Scholarship, extend from Sept. 12 -April 3.
799 Overlook Dr. , Winter Classes will meet Mondays
from 6- 8:30 p.m.
Haven, Fla., 33884.
The deadline for applicaFor additional information
tions is March 1.
call Dr. J.P. Hartman of the
UCF College of Engineering at
(407) 275-2455.
• FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
The McKnight Program
announces that applications • DIABETES SEMINAR
are being accepted for the
The American Diabetes
1989-90 fellowship class. Each Association will hold its 13th
fellowship provides an annual meeting Sept. 8-10 at
$11,000 stipend, plus up to the Holiday Inn Crowrie Plaza
$5,000 in tuition.
in the Florida Mall.

For more information, call
(407) 862-1965.
• COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

UCF College Republicans
will meet Thursday, Sept. 8, in
the HPB, Rm. 110 at 4 p.m.
The group will discuss Dan
Quayle's visit to UCF. Anyone
who has questions about this
event or would like to participate is welcome to attend.
• POETRY CONTEST

The American Collegiate
Poets Anthology is sponsoring
a poetry contest for -college
students. A cash prize of $100
will be awarded for first place.
The deadline for entries is Oct.
31.
For more information call
International Publications at
(213) 755-1814.

Seminole Community College
invites new members to join its
ranks for the fall season. The
first rehearsal will be held
Monday, Sept.12, at 7 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Building on the
Sanford campus.
For more information, call
(407) 323-1450.
• CHILD ABUSE

Laural Oaks Hospital will
present "The Silent Shame," a
seminar which addresses prevention and coping techniques
for child abuse and neglect.
The seminar will be from 8:30
a.m. - 4:15 p.m. Friday, Sept.
16 in the Enzian Theater at
Jordan's Grove in Maitland.
For more information contact Jeanne Rodriguez at(407)
352-7000.
• UCF BIATHLON

The Third Annual UCF
A 5K race will be held at the Biathlon will be held Sept. 24.
University Shoppes on Sept. 9, This event includes a two-mile
at 7 a.m. The entry fee is $7 run, a eight-mile bike race,
and will go towards developing and another two- mile run. All
the UCF Track Club.
ages are invited to participate
For more information call in the event and other race day
281-1462.
activities. For more information write: The Track Shack,
1322 N. Mills Ave., Orlando,
•DUCK RACE
The Great American Duck Fla. 32803.
Race will be held Saturday,
Sept. 10, at Cypress Gardens. •SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
Contestants will donate $5 to
The Orlando Shakespeare
race a duck which will benefit Festival Volunteer Guild is
the American Cancer Society. sponsoring a brunch on SunFor more information call day, Oct. 16, starting at 11:30
the American Cancer Society a.m. at the Enzian theater in
at (407) 843-8680.
Maitland. The cost of · the
brunch is $37.50 per person
• COMMUNITY CHORUS
and reservations can be made
The Community Chorus of by calling 295-3436.
•KNIGHTRUN
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ELECTION
FROM PAGE 1

Daytona campuses.
To win a seat, candidates
must obtain a majority (50
percent plus one) of the votes
cast. If no one gets that
amount, a run-off election between the top two vote-getters
will be held.
If only one person qualifies
for a particular seat, that person will automatically win it.
According to Bliss, there are
several reasons to vie for a
Senate position.
" You can really do a lot, not
only for yourself, but for the
18,000 people who go to this
school.You control $1.5 million
of the students' money," he
said. "It's a very good applica-

tion of your talents, helping
Student Government help
your student body."
He also encouraged students to vote. "Basically, it's
students' money that the
[Senate] is going to be discussing and appropriating, n he
said. Students need only
present a photo ID to vote.
They will receive a ballot for
the candidates running from
the college of their major.
A 2.0 GPA and enrollment
in six credit hours is required
of candidates. They also must
be majoring in an area from
the college in which they are
running.
Candidates also cannot be
on academic probation, or
have a hold placed on their
records because, for instance,
they owe the university
money.

Twenty-five to 100 student
signatures are required on
candidacy petitions, depending on which college, program
or campus candidates are
seeking a seat from.
Candidates must
limit
their campaign spending to
$25-$100, depending ~pon the
college, program or campus.
"We're very tight about that
[the spending limit], because
we don't want someone, if
they're rich, to have an unfair
advantage over someone who's
not that well-off financially,"
said Bliss.
To verify that the spending
limits· have been met , the
commission requires candidates to tum in an itemized list
of their expenditures with receipts.
"If they're way off they can
be disqualified," said Bliss.

Employers rank in-house training
over college, trade schools
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

Businesses that hire technical and other skilled workers
think their own in-house
t raining programs are better
sources of manpower than colleges, a survey released August 21 by private trade
schools said.
One-third of the respondents, moreover, say private
trade schools appear more interesting in making a profit
and taking advantage of fed-

eral student aid than in train- satisfied with the jobs we do,"
ing students.
said William Carson, the
More than 70 percent of the association's chairman.
400 businesses questioned
Two-year public vocational
rated in-house training pro- schools, including community
grams as an important source colleges, were listed by 44 perof skilled labor, according to cent of the businesses as an
the survey commissioned by important source of skilled
the National Association of employees, while wiion apTrade and Technical Schools. prenticeships were named by
Sixty percent of the employ- only 26 percent.
ers listed four-year colleges
The telephone survey
and universities as important quizzed managers at computer
sources of labor. Fifty percent programming and service
also listed private trade companies, auto repair shops,
schools and 45 percent cited radio, television and appliance
vocational high schools.
SEE TRAINING PAGE 8
"In general, employers are

Literacy Volunteers
needs you to help tutor adults at a
basic re ading workshop
u n.fl.&£ Y -:
Sept. 12,14,19,&21
~b:R· ·
(12 hour workshop)
o1 "'1 Call Shirley at 857-4364
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Meeting
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MONDAY
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ALTERNATIVE
DANCING
9pm

TO
SCHOOL
SPLASH.
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UCF Pool
11 am-5pm
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'SUPERBOV' .

Fast Rel~ef
From Foot

0

FROM PAGE 1

FREE.
INITIAL
OFFICE
CONSULT
With This Ad
(Expires Oct. 31, 1988)

• Medicare Assignment
Accepted
• laser Surgery
• Outpatient Surgery
for: • Bunions
• Hammertoes
• Corns
• Callouses
The pt.ticut and my other ponoo
responsible for payment bu a righl
to refuso to pay, C&DOCl piymcnt or
be reimbuncd for payment for any
olhcr ocrvu::c. cxaminatillll or trnat·

which is p::rfonncd u a l'GSU!t
of and within 72 boun of n:spondiilg to the ad~for the free,
dlscounu:d fee, or reduced rec SC!\!·

mcnl

•

···--·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•••••

UNIVERSITY FOOT CLINIC :
D r . L o retta Henderson
Podiatric Medicine & Surgery

~\RT~ ~~.<i ~OLDiN'R~D ~t
Winter Parle

679-6002

I
I
I
I
I

·------------·····

According to Gwen Haile,
who is coordinating the film
activities on campus, this is an
excellent exposure opportunity for UCF. "Besides getting
exposure, UCF will be recognized for its developing film
program." Five undergraduate and three graduate film
students have been hired as
crew members. The students
were selected after the film
department drew up a hst of
suitable candidates. The candidates were then intervlawed
by Viacom.
Viacom , the
world's leading independent
distributor of television programming, is the series distributor in the U.S.
"By cooperating with the
Superboy filming, we are
showing that UCF is supportive of the film industry in
Orlando," said Haile.
Superboy is the first television series to be made at the
new Disney-MGM Studios in
Rob Artovichl CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Florida. According to Viacom,
"[Superboy] will take full ad- FLYING HIGH
vantage of the state of the art Colleen Johnson, a member of PSE, talks with a student, John
facilities to produce the dazzling special effects synony- Bishop, about the organizat ion in front of a balloon with their logo
mous with the Superman
movies."
Viacom is paying a "small
fee," said Haile, for the use of
the UCF campus. The company also gets a weekly bill for
the use of any electricians, security officers or other UCF
personnel. "The reason the
academic affairs office is involved in this project is so that
the educational experience is
not interrupted," she said.

l/f/l/~Jj

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Roadway Package System is
accepting applications for parttime loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay - $7.00 per hour starting.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

WORK SIDFTSAVAILABLE:

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

Monday - Friday
7:00 P.M. - 11:00 A.M.
11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M.
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M.

Applications may be filled out and left at the Career
Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124.
Or phone
I

.,.

2 9 7-3715·
.

~

jji~

....

. · ;=Ill

.~

~
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1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
~~~WELCO ME==~=
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RESERVE

0 F F I C E R S' TRA.INING

C 0 RPS

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Anny ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you'll have what it takes to
succeed-in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For More Inform.ation
Com.e by TC 522 or
Call: 275-2430

•1
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louKAKIS
FROM PAGE 3

UCF PREGAME PAR'IY 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. or 2Hours Prior to Games
September 2, 10, 17•October1, 8, 15, 28

THE GOODTIME GANG invites you and all your UCF friends to the

greatest tailgate parties ever! Get a Tailgate Kriight's mug and enjoy 22 oz.
DRAFT BEER along with hamburgers off our sidewalk grill. At game time,
board the city buses for the stadium. After the garne-cont~ime the party with
free admission by presenting your game ticket.
(RING 422-2434

aave$3

4~!

WOOD TONE DOOR
MIRROR
14" x 50"

•

save $4"

~

s2sNg.29-

.

0AK FINISH
NIGHTSTAND
With pull-out drawer and
solid wood handle. Easyto-assemble.
21~lie"Wx15%"0 x 19%"H

save $20

79~.!

5-DRAWER OAK
FINISH CHEST
Five pull:out drawers for storage.
29Ve" Wx

save $5

14~~-

FUN ACCENTS!
Bean bag chair, Constructed of heavy vinyl
with double stitched
seams & zipper. 108"
diam. Choose red, brown
or camel.

15%" Ox
46W'H

It could get worse. State
campus budgets, Dukakis said
during a March hearing on
college savings bonds, "cannot
be expected to continue to grow
at anything like the rate they
have over the past few years."
Some students, however,
are upset most by Dukakis'
support of a measure that
would allow schools to keep
excess revenues generated by
tuition hikes. The tuition retention plan, student leaders
say, encourage colleges to
raise their prices.
"We all think he's not sensitive enough," said Michael
Ferrigno, director of the State
Student Association of Massachuetts.
"It pains us. This _policy, we
believe, is really a Republican
policy."
And Vincent McGrath,
president of the State College
Faculty Association and a Salem State College professor,
said tuition increases are often
determined by what private
colleges charge, even though
private schools "can't keep
their o'Wn costs down."
McGrath also thinks
Dukakis tends to bow to the
traditional dominance of private colleges in Massachuetts.
"We aren't California, we're
not Texas and we're not Michigan," Dukakis said during a
1986 Boston Globe interview.
"We do happen to have some of
the finest [private] institutions in the world. And I don't
think it makes sense for us to
duplicate that [by building up
public colleges]."
The remark infuriated
many educators and students.
Stanley Rosenberg, a Democratic state representative
from Amherst, said the University of Massachuetts community still feels betrayed.
"The governor has clearly
done and said things over time
which have given rise to concern and annoyance among
people in western Massachusetts."
Yet, he quickly added, the
Duka.Ids terms have been a
good time for University of
Massachuetts, noting that
$141 million of the recently
signed capital improvements
bill will go to the Amherst
campus alone.
Rosenberg credits Dukakis
with saving the multi-million
dollar capital outlay proposal
from a legislature that had
doomed it.
But in a letter circulated to
fellow educators and published in The Chronicle of
Higher Education earlier this
year, Wesleyan University
Professor Robert Wood, a longtime Dukakis foe, credits the
Massachuetts legislature
alone with providing real support for higher education in
the Bay State.
And critics, including the
Bush campaign, have noted a
certain "sleeze factor" on the
state's public campuses.
While former Dukakis education advisor Gerald Indelicato was sentenced in July to
30 months in prison for fraud,
two Westfield State College
presidents have fallen to scandals in the last three years.
Administrators, morever,
think Dukakis will interfere in·
SEE SCHOOLS PAGE 8
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campus affairs if he fells his
authority is threatened.
For example, they say
Dukakis forcibly reshuffled

8, 1988

the state Board of Regents in
retaliation for naming
Amherst Rep. James Collins,
who he didn't like, as head of
the public education system.
The realigned board the fired
Collins and hired Jenifer, a
Dukakis loyalist.

MOTEL

Don't take your
organs to
Heaven; ·

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events

Heaven knows we
need them here.

148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

however it helps make sure
that the criteria for hiring are
fair. The office also gives academic departments informato see people like them suc- tion about upcoming conferceed.
ences and approves job adverOne of the advantages of tisements for these conferthis program is that it gives ences, which provide many
the school a broadly based fac- employment opportunities.
ulty, Balanoff said, and "anyBanaloff's department tarthing to help expose students gets and attracts minorities by
to diversity" is important.

..

·~

STUDIES

FROM PAGE 1

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Co.mer of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
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TRAINING
FROM PAGE4

repair firms and physicians'
and dentists' offices.
While 62 percent of the surveyed companies say they
have graduates of pr:ivate
schools on their payrolls, only
50 percent actively recruit at
the schools, and just 14 percent said they actually contract with such schools to train
workers for them.
Although former-Education
Secretary William Bennett
had said that private trade
schools were not being singled
out for harsher treatment than
other colleges in the federal
government's crackdown on

student loan defaulters, he
had criticized them for high
default rates.
A 1987 National Governor's
Association study revealed
that private trade schools
made up 78 percent of the
1,100 with default rates
greater then 40 percent. The
overall default rate in the
government's loan program is
13 percent.
The Education Department
has threatened to eliminate
schools with high default rates
from federal aid programs if
they don't bring them down by
1989.
"Obviously some bad publicity from a small percentage of
schools has hurt our image,"
Carson said.

oENT IS T

282-2101
SERVICES INCLUDE:

• COSMETIC DENTISTRY

Welcoming you back with

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• lnttial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays • Cleaning &Polishing
Offer good wnh Valid UCF 1.0. • Only Expires 12/31/88

" BLEACHING TO WHITEN
DISCOLORED TEETH
• WISDOM TEETH EXTRACTIONS

• ROOT CANAL TREATMENT
.___ _ _ _ _g_oo_d_o_n_in_iU_
at_v_
isn_o_n_ly_ _ _ ___, • CROWNS+ BRIDGES

FIBBER MAGEES •
KOUNTRY SHOPPE
a

CHRISTMAS KOTTAGE
Personalized Gifts • Sorority Shoppe • Cards • Gift Baskets

Sorority Insignia Gifts Personalized Free
11247 E. Colonial Dr.• 1 Mile W. of Alafaya on Colonial

277-7480

Buckle up Florida ••• It's the Law
\

(UCF HISPANIC AMERICAN
STUDENT ASSOCIATION)

Invites .you to
experience another
Cultural-S.o cial Event

"LATIN DANCE"
With
WHEN:
TIME:
WHERE:

Orlando Latin Tempo
Saturday, Sept. 10 1988
8:00 P.M. until 1 :00 A.M.
Student Cent. Auditorium

JFJFIBE TO UCF STUDENTS
$~LOO TO THE GENER.AIL IPUIBJLRC

COME JOIN US
SPONSORED BY

Student
Government

.
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Celebrating 20 Years of Service
1968-88

FOR THOSE WHO DON'T
WANT THEIR NAMES IN THE

•

U~F Student/Fac~lty/Sta~

DIRECT 0

R .V

PLEASE GO TO THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
ROOM 282, STUDENT AFFAl RS AND F .I LL OUT A NO
-D ISCLOSURE FORM BY
SEPTEMBER 9TH .AT 5 PM.

..
•
•

&PAC

Special Thanks to
OMSS
•

)

'

.---~-------~---------~------------·<\

11ttention DI ~tudents
•

If you wish to vote in the upcoming (Black Student
Union) BSU elections, you must have a membership application completed and on file by Tuesday, .
Sept. 13. If you wish to run for any executive
position, you must file a declaration of Candidacy
by Tuesday, September 13 at 7:30 P.M. Elections
will be held on September 27 & 28. The positions

President
Vice-President
•
Vice-President II
3 Graduate Senators
3 Senior.Senators
.3 Junior Senator
3 Sophomore Senators
3 Freshmen Senators
- For any questions or information, call ·or
come by the BSU office X2450, S.C. 225
open are:

Celebrating 20 Years ~f Service
1968&

.
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Quayle pep rally
promotes political
interest at UCF
After all was said and done, UCF students certainly provided the right atmosphere for last week's
Dan Quayle rally.
The major concern was that there wouldn't be
enough students attending due to the Labor Day
weekend and the time of the rally being so close to
kickoff.
As it turned out, the only thing that there wasn't
enough of was space.
No matter what approach students chose to take
for the visit, it was extremely exciting to see everybody actually getting involved in the way that they
saw fit. ,,
Quayle supporters were the majority, as they
pranced around in the humid, overcrowded SCA
sporting standardized and safe Bush/Quayle signs.
For the conservatives who were attending the rally
before the game, the gathering proved to be a great
spirit booster.
One thing for sure, Quayle certainly knew who his
audience was.
It was apparent that he was even aware of the
football game that came after his performance as he
played off the excitement projected from the students.
Quayle wasted no time in bashing the Democrats
and took special notice of the anti-Dukakis banners
covering the walls.
.
The issues he discussed were vague, yet direct
enough to get roaring approval from his audience.
On the other hand, there was another aspect of
involvement that was apparent during the visit: the
UCF College Democrats.
Whereas the UCF College Republicans participated by m eans of banners and helping set up the
rally, the Democrats participated by lawfully voicing
their views on the issues.
Notallowingthe Democrats to bringin their homemade signs wouldn't have been as questionable if
there hadn't been many home-made Republican
signs in the auditorium.
One factor that should possibly be con!idered in
the matter, however, was that aggression did run
high in the rally against anyone who was proDukak.is.
So the signs may have brought the Democrats
more trouble than they would have bargained for.
Both organizations set good examples by publicly
supporting their political views. Playing a part in the
political system serves as an educational tool as well
as a means of expression.
This rally provided the perfect opportunity for
students to get involved in politics.
The issues may not have been clearly defined
through all the mudslinging, yet that is what politics
is all about.
The excitement that Quayle fed on may only serve
as an open invitation for other candidates to speak at
UCF.
As the senator mentioned over and over again, this
area plays a very large part in the future of this
country and will be a major target for votes.

1t:The Central Florida Future
B~

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
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ON MY WAY.

Old-time rock calls up old times
I am scribbling this on a small notepad, while I
stand next to the stage at Little Darlin's Rock 'n'Roll
Lounge in Kissimmee.
Standing less than five feet from me is a handsome
looking fellow named Fabian Forte, once known as
"The Fabulou~ Fabian." He is singing "Tum Me
Loose" and shaking hands ... there it is- I can't write
anymore with my right hand. He has touched it!
The man was 14-years old when he hit big in
Philadelphia (1959), soheis43 now and looking good.
In fact, his voice is in better shape than ever. Next
appears Joey Dee and the Starlighters with "The
Peppermint Twist."
Joey's as tiny as ever and his hair is still black. He
jumps all over the place and I envy him for this. His
second number is the Isley Brothers' "Shout" and
everybody is his slave. We bend down, crouching and
whispering as the music becomes quieter, then jump
up SHOUTING for the finale.
They are all ages here-7-years old, 10, 15, 20, 30,
but the joy in the eyes of us old fa**s (rhymes with
"arts") is obvious.
Okay, Ms. Talley, eat your heart out. Fabian has
just introduced a hairy-chested man who's an old
American Bandstand buddy of his and the man sings
as badly as he did when he first recorded "Teenage
Crush."
But his singing wasn't the main reason he was so
popularinitially, was it, Leslie? Tommy Sands sings
and I wander back a bit to the bar, waiting for my
favorites to appear.
They come next. From Toronto, these three gentlemen practically created the dance known as "The
Stroll" with their recording of the same name.
The Diamonds sing "Little Darlin"' and I discover
the heavyset lead singer is both the falsetto and bass,
which is difficult to do.
It never really dies, you know? That old-time rock
and roll with the four-four beat, the saxophone

..
breaks, and lyrics you could mostly understand has
come back in popularity.
Orlando's WBJW-FM (105.9) recently switched to
golden oldies and both Huey Lewis and the News and
Bruce "The Boss" Springsteen emphasize musical
rules of the fifties.
We still have Annette, Frankie Avalon, The Coasters, The Penguins, The Platters, Joey Dee, Li~le
Richard, the Diamonds, The Moonglows, The Cadillacs The Monotones - they're all making good money
playing middle-sized cities and county fairs.
But we've lost Buddy Holly, The Big Bopper,
Ritchie Valens, Elvis the King, Bill Haley and many
others. Then there are the "where-are-they-now's?"
Where is Robin Luke, who hit big in 1957 with "Susie
Darling," then vanished?
•
Back to the show. They're all out on the stage now
together, wearing the 30 years well and smiling
because they're with their own. The proverbial
lightbulb lights up over my head and I understand
why I'm glad the old rock and roll continues.
It's because for just a few seconds every once in •
awhile, like when I hear that cascading harp string
lead-in to "Little Darlin."
I am 16 again, twisting and throwing Sheila or
Diana or Mary Lou over and under my back and legs,
respectively, really rockin' it in the school gym, and
the excitement of the rest of my life is still ahead of
me. For a few seconds, I still will conquer the world.
Yes, Mr. Wolfe, I know. You can't go home again.
But you damned sure can visit ... a wop bop a loom
bop, a lop barn boom. Such romantic lyrics!
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•REALLY LOOKING IN

problems. We do. However, I don't
agree that "we have become an
The window that the writer of overtly apathetic nation, with
"On the outside looking in" was little hope or thought for tomorlooking through must have an row ... "
awfully narrow one.
America is a strong country, full
To base your opinion of an en- of hope and pride. One shining
tire nation on news .reports is example of this is our nation's
superficial indeed. Of course the youth, who have banded together .
news reports on the problems of in such programs as SADD to try
our society; that is its job. But that and combat drug and alcohol abuse
doesn't mean that is the entire in their own ranks.
story.
These young people are the fuI'm not saying that we don't ture of our country and I, for one,
have a serious drug and alcohol feel secure in that knowledge.
problem. And I'm not saying that
Let's not moan and despair
we don't have serious economic about the small percentage of our

population that has gone astray.
Let us instead applaud the majority of Americans who lead solid,
responsible lives and keep the
wheels of our society turning in a
steady, well maintained fashion.
Linda Knost
English Literature

•
••

.

Letters to the Editor must be
typed and include the author's
signature, major and phone
number
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DEADLINE
TODAY
SEPTEMBER 8TH
FOR THE

DECLARATION OF
CANDIDACY
(FOR THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SENATE)
1

in the Senafe Setretary s
-Office Student Government
Buildingl Room 155
I

KI 0 SK
HOURS: Monday - Thursday: 9 am - 9 pm,
Friday: 9 am - 7 pm, Saturday: 1O am - 2 pm
MOVIE TICKETS
• General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall
Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza
Colonial Promenade
• United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall
• UC-6
University Shoppes
• AMC Theatres
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6

DISCOUNT TICKETS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Busch Gardens
Wet-N-Wild
Sea World
Magic Kingdom
EPCOT
Boardwalk & Baseball

PLUS:

•

Cekbra.ting 20 Years of Service
1968.JJB

•
•
•
•
•

General Information
UCF Phone Directories
Film Processing Service
Ticket Masters
Lost & Found

CLOSED DURING
ALL BREAKS
For More Information

Call: 275-2060.
~ervices Provided by

Student Government

\ (

Dena Tau Dena
Everyone come out to the game on Saturday at &:00. Pledge Retreat Is all day
Sunday. Meet at The House at 9am. First
chapter meeting is at 8pm on Sunday In
ED 120.

Sherwood Forest- rent 2bed/2bathroom.
All appliances- trees- $490 per month.
Call Fred 645-3339/ 295-6717.

Phi Dena Theta
Congrats to pledge class Nu. Fall 19881
John Engle. Roger Elder. Pa~on Robinson.
Shawn Robinson. Joe Spychalsky. Bill
Johnson. Stoy out of trouble!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Brotheis and Pledges: Smoker, Friday.
9:00. Susses to game leaving at 5:00 on
Saturday. Car Washes this weekend.
10:30.

Roommate wanted to share 3 bdr. house.
Only 20 min. from campus. 5190/mo. and
1/3 utilities. Call Alison or Alan 281-9801.
Wosher/dryer. dishwasher & microwave
available.
Female nonsmk. roommate wanted to
share 2bed/l bth apt. 5190/month plus l/
2 ufil. Call 657 ~32. leave message If no
answer. 10 min. from UCF.

87 Centurion Master. superb cond. only
300 miles. w/cyclowatch. $550 obo. Must
seel Call Anne x2821 or 275-3147.

Computer Diskettes on Salel 5 1/8 In,
DSDD-10 for $5. 3 l /2 In. DSDD-5 for S7 .50.
Name brands! While they last. Near UCF.
Call 282-8213.
PC Software as tow as $2.99. 1000 IBM PC
Compatible Programs. Latest VersionsPopular titles. Free catalog. Near UCF. Call
282-8213.

Needed: One energetic, extrovert to be a
campaign manager. Arts & Science major preferred. but not essential. Call Lisa at
269-0527.

#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

To Darryl Blanford:
I know you'll miss met
I love you #50.
Love.Risa

Healthy women between 21 and 33 years
old are needed to participate In a study.
Volunteers must have menstrual cycles
that are less than 22 or more than 35 days
apart.
A free comprehensive evaluation Including blood hormone evaluation including
blood hormone levels will be performed
on participants. Each particlpantwell also
receive $150 at the conclusion of the
study.
All Interested women coll 423-8856 between 9:30 and 11 :30 o .m . Monday-Friday

To Vic Collazo. Assistant Director of the
Student Center. my father away from
home. I will miss you!
Love.Risa
To the 1988 UCF Football Team:
Show your stuff! God bless youl
love.Risa

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm . Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18.300 satisfied students and

To Caryn &Sandy:
Although I've been gone a
week, you know I'm thlnklng about you.
Remember our times together. they'll
always be special!
Love. Risa

4

grouches.
671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
KATY'S 'TYPING SERVICE
Latten- Business/ Personal

Need to sell FAST! Two couches real
cheapl Please coo 277-5916 ofter 5.

Term Papers/Reports/ Resumes
Reasonable Rates- Call 275-8295.
Resumes and cover letters.

Male. non-smoker wanted to share 2 br/
2bth, washer/dryer. 4.5 mBes from UCF.
$212.50/mo. + 1/2 util. Call Tom 365-5498
evenings.
GWM seeks neat. responsible male roommate. S250 + 1/2. PO Box 884. Lake Mary
32746.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.

IRREGULAR CYCLES?
FREE EVALUATION

FURNITURE- exc. cond. Low. low prices.
2069 Alamo s/c near Dunkin' Donuts. Interior Exchange - 657-8332.

Available 9/12 Own bedroom In WP apt.
Only 5140/mo + 1/3 utill 678-6396.

The Park Suites Hotel's new restaurant. THE
TEQUESTA GRILLE. ls now accepting applications for servers and bussers. both am
and pm shifts are avallable. Apply In person.M-f at 225 E. Altamonte Dr.. <SR 436 at
1-4), Altamonte Springs.

Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

Can you buy Jeeps, CaB, 4x4's seized In
drug raids for under Sl00.00? Coll for
facts today. 602-837-3401 Ext. 127

WANTE[). Need good home(s). Please
give more yeors of happiness to 2 faithflJ
family adult cots. Cal Doug Ext. 2407 /
3410. Nights and weekends call 282-2579.

Female senior. graduating In the sprtng,
seeks SNM Interested In friendship and/
or possible relationship. I om looking for
a nice guy to spend time with ofter class
and/or weekends.

Typlng. Word Processing. 275-6210.
Reosonobe and fast typing service.

LH8802

Call Nancy at 679-4006. Rush Jobs!

. The CLAST... will you pass?
.-

Get help with

Getting Ready·for the CLAST

(407) 679-1838

Reading, Wrffing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1988 edition includes instruction and sample tests
created using the latest state CLAST specifications.
You'll discover where you need help and you'll
get the help you need.
Ask for it at your bookstore.

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

Auth~ntic

Chinese Eatery

-------------,
10% OFF

I
with coupon
I
t o w a r d a n y p u r c h a.s e I
Lunch & Dinner Buffet
One coupon per visit
I
Dine-In or Take-Out
I
Expires 9-30-88
.J
Price range from $2.25 to $5.25
Suncrest Village Shopping Center • 10169 University Blvd.

All You Can Eat
$3.99

a....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

A delicious world of flavor

unfolds before you ...

(At Dean Road)

•

-

-

- - - - -

- - -

Orlando, Florida 32817

The rich, smooth flavor and texture of premium ice cream
with .only 1/2 the calories! 96% Fat Free and 100% Natural!!

WAFFLE CONE
· Delicious homemede waffle cone
flUed high with your choice of
yogurt- made fresh daily.

Now Open
PERKITS Y OGURT

·COST CUTTERS®

BANANASPLIT

Suncrest Village

Threesw!rlsofPERKITS ~~
ll
yogurt flanked bya sliced
,,
~
banana, three toppings of
-.. -· -.
yourc:ho1ce, whipped
& crowned with a maraschino

crea~

10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

Suncrest Village
Suite 22
10075 University Blvd
•
cherryt
. YOGURT COOKIE
Orlando, FL 32817 ·-.~---.;_
PERKITS yogurtsandwic:hed
Phone In Orders

657-6770

~

,..

·

·'-=.. ·

between two jumbo cookies. Keep
'em In your freezer at home for a
PERl<ITStreatanytlmeyou want!

·679-6766
WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR'S COUPONS!
REGULAR PRICES

Cut (guaranteed with clean hair only)
Wash (shampoo & conditioner with cut)
Style Finishing (blow dry, curling iron,
hot brush with cut)
Wash & Style
Beard Trim
Perm (includes wash, cut & style)
short hair

....__~~...:.<.-di:_:_rha_1r_ _ _ _ _

::: lmQ~'&JllaCQ!IHT~
$7.50

• With Student, Staff or Faculty I.D.
..;._!;_~::__.: • Not valid with any other offer
$3.00

$24.95

.....

...

•
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Sports ~~~~~~~~~
Braves· ou·t to·:a venge ·slau·g hter
.WGC has had year to boil ayer last-minute touchdown

•

•

•

"They already beat our
ass and with two minutes to
go they throw the ball .
You're damn r ight I'm
upset," said Vohun. "But
there is an old saying, 'what
goes around comes around,'
if you know what I mean."
Vohun
had
just

experienced
a
52-14
shellacking
from
UCF
in a
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
game where the Knights
totaled 700 yards and set
When West Georgia Coach
13 single -game school
Frank Vohun la st left th e
r eco r d s .
green grass of the Florida
Vohun and UCFCoach Gene
Citrus Bowl, he was a wee
McDowell have been friends
bit upset.
since their college days. In
fact, McD owell helpe d
Vohun get into coaching. But
on this night, Vohun was
upset
at his
buddy,
particularly
a
UCF
touchdown pass with two
minutes left,
a play
McDowell apologiied for.
"I am a little disappointed
that I called that last play
and I would take the score
back if I could," said
McDowell after the game.
Vohun would like nothing
more than for the "going
around to come around"
when the two teams square
off 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Knights, however, are
Florida Citrus Bowl.
"West Georgia is a good looking forward to it.
"I hope it [last year's
team and it will be a hardnosed game that we will game] does fire them up,"
have to play exceptionally said running back Gil
well
to
win/'
said Barnes. "It will just make
McDowell.
"We
had us play better and give us a
·struggled with them in past good game before Troy
years but had a big win last State."
West Georgia will have ;ts
year.
Rob Arttovlc:h/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"I'm sure they will be work cut out if it is to. return
Shantel Roundtree celebrates his third quarter touchdown catch trying to win the game like last year's favor. The fifthanyone
would."
The ranked Knights opened the
that put the Knights on top, 29-21. West Georgia now awaits ...
by Chris Brady

season with a 29-21
victory over BethuneCookman, a Division I-AA
team.
Standouts in the opener
were quarterback Shane
Willis, who was 18-for-35
for 266 yards passing and
two touchdown passes. Gil
Barnes rushed for two
scores. Defensively, safety
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 24

Akers aims for repeat performance, final four
by Steven E. J. Rivet
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Success hasn't spoiled Michelle Akers.
After reaching the NCAA Women's Soccer Tournament quarterfinals with UCF, earning second
team All-American honors, and being selected the
Soccer America Women's Collegiate Player of the
Year, thefifth-yearseniorfromSeattle, Washington,
has her head on straight and her ego in check.
"I don't feel that an award should change a person,"
she said.
"It was an honor," she said of the player-of-theyear selection, "but all it has really done for me is
boost my confidence."
"When I'm down, or I've played poorly, I can look at
the award and know that I'm capable of playing at
that level," she said.
Among Akers' goals for this, her last soccer season
at UCF, is to be selected Player of-the-Year again.
She realizes that will be difficult.
"It would be like winning the Reisman Trophy
twice, but I've got to go for it," she said.
One thing the award has done is make her a target
for opposing teams.
"Other teams have known who I was before this, Michelle Akers has helped kick the Lady Knights into.national prominence. Her efforts were rewarded last
but now they'll all be looking for me. It makes it season when she was named National Player of the Year.a feat she hopes to duplicate this year.
harder for me to perform well, but it also makes it
Akers can be counted on to provide. She likes a game coaching youth soccer, either here or in Washington."
easier for my team," she said.
of pool at Sweeny's or the Knights Out Pub for
"It will make every game a challenge."
Akers said she doesn't miss Washington much.
A team player, Akers is looking for the Lady relaxation, but "because fm team captain, I won't
"I love the heat here. I miss my family, but my
Knights to be the best in the nation this year. "I have much of a social life. I have to set an brother [Mike] plays on the men's team here, and my
won't make any predictions," she said. "We have a. example,"she said.
father usually comes down for a couple of games a
Akers said she goes out about twice a week, and year," she said.
young team with a lot of talented freshmen. The first
game will be a shock for some of them, but they'll likes guys who are athletic, outdoors types, with good
"This summer was the first time I have spent any
senses of humor. "But," she said, "my relationships length of time at home, and that was because of an
learn what it takes to win at this level."
"I have confidence that we will be fine once our tend not to last very long.
injury," Akers said.
"Boyfriends don't realize how important soccer is tb
She sustained a concussion while playing with the
intensity rises," Akers said. "We made the transition
between coaches well, so that won't be a factor. Other me. When the season rolls around, they feel left out, national team on a tour of China.
teams will expect us to fold because we have a new and that usually ends it.
Shew.as sent home because oftheinjury, and spent
''When it comes down to a choice between boys and six weeks in Washington working in soccer camps.
coach, but that won't happen," she said.
"We all miss [former coach Jim] Rudy, and wish soccer, right now boys come in second. I'm too tired
"I really love working with the younger kids, the six
him the best, but we've got to go on. Billy [coach after practice to be much fun anyway," Akers said. or seven -year-olds. Youth soccer in Florida has
Akers doesn't anticipate much improvement in her begun to improve, so I might work here.
Barker] is doing a good job, and we've all pulled
"For now though, all I want to do is stay healthy
together. The change could have been negative or social life in the near future. "I'm going to Sweden
positive, and I think it's been a positive," Akers said. after graduation to play on a semi-pro team there. and compete on the level I know I'm capable of," Akers
The young team will need leadership, an element When I come back, I hope to get into teaching and said.
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Roundtree redefines role
Reserve freshman receiver catches on with Knights
-

ell.
ANewberry High School prodCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
uct, Roundtree played wide receiver and defensive back. In his
senior year his team was district
Shantel Roundtree, a redshirt
runner-up. He was recruited by
freshman wide receiver for the
Liberty College and Rutgers UniUCF football team, made a valuversity but decided to attend
able contribution in his first colleUCF so he could remain close to
giate game.
home.
He caught three clutch passes
"I feel I've learned a lot by
in three attempts in the Knights'
redshirting my first year out of
opening-game victory over Behigh school,"said Roundtree. "By
thune Cookman-College.
Shantel Roundtree
watching a player like Bernard
The first reception was an
acrobatic catch as he fell on his back in the Ford I've become a better player."
endzone. The grab gave UCF a 26-14 lead and
Receivers Coach Rick Stockstill said:"Tree
the momentum to finish off B-CC, 29-21.
has improved greatly since last year. He works
"I had beaten the defender and just watched hard and is very coachable."
the ball all the way into my hands as I fell back,"
Roundtree also showed he can catch the ball
said Roundtree. "I give all the credit to Shane in a clutch situation, which is probably the
Willis for surveying.the field and throwing to me most desired quality of a receiver.
in the end zone."
Stockstill added that "Tree made three imRoundtree was the third receiver on the play portant catches against Bethune-Cookman.
and was thrown the ball after quarterback Wil- Two came on third-and -long and the other was
lis checked off his two primary receivers.
for six points."
"It was a great catch," said Coach Gene
Roundtree likes to be considered a clutch
McDowell. "We are very happy with Tree and player.
our receiving core this year. We are doing a good
"I usually come in on third-down situations
job of filling the gap created by the loss of and love the chance to make a big play,"said
Bernard Ford."
Roundtree.
Ford, now a member of the NFL's Buffalo
His goals are no different than any other
Bills, holds virtually aff of the receiving records player's.
atUCF.
"I want to win the national championship,"
"We have [Sean] Beckton and [Arnell] he said.
Spencer starting and Roundtree is performing
But for now, Roundtree will spend his time
well as our third receiver. He is a sprained ankle behind Beckton and Spencer, eagerly awaiting
away from a starting job. We don't put Round- the opportunity to start.
·
tree in to give the other guys a rest, we put him
And if Friday's game against B-CC was any
in because we know h e can play," said McDow- indication, a tough choice a waits McDowell.

by Glenn Carrasquillo
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Open 11 AM everyday
Sandwiches, Homemade Chili & Pizza
Live Acoustic Music on Weekends
Finest Imported_& Domestic Beer+ Wine
Discount on Pitchers with Student I.D.

2 Miles west of Alafaya on left in Tower Place.

If your MBA Degree has been withheld
due to failure of a UCF comprehensive
Examination Please Contact:

KENNETH M. ROTH
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

(703) 823-8721

•

CREW MEETING

The UCF Crew Team will
hold its first meeting of the
year Friday, Sept. 9 at4 p.m. in
the Theatre auditorium.
Both men and women, regardless of experience, are
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - : invited to attend.
For more information, call
DennisKamradat275-2351 or
• • • United
go by the office of Liberal StudTelephone - - - - - ies.

111111
111111* System------..

• SK ROAD RACE

United Telephone of Florida

ACCOUNTING TRAINEES
ENGINEERING TRAINEES
COMPUTER SCIENCE TRAINEES
United Telephone Company of Florida located in
Central Florida currently has opportunities available for Trainees with a Bachelor's degree in either
Accounting, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or Economics

We will be attending UCF Career Day
on September 8 & 9.
UNITED TELEPHONE COMPANY OF FLORIDA
Equal Opportunity Employer

The Kathy Stilwell Lake-toLake 5K road race is scheduled
for Saturday, Sept.17 at8 a.m.
at Lake Sybelia Park in Maitland.
Stilwell, who played several
sports at UCF, was stricken
with multiple sclerosis that
has severely reduced her mobility.
She has asked that the
monies from the race go toward a scholarship at UCF. To

Buckle up Florida ••• It's the Law

Fuji Bike Spe<;ial
Chromolly Frame
• Index Shifting
• Aero Brakes

Tiara 12 Sp. Racer
• Alloy Crank
• Alloy Q-Release Wheels

reg. $489. 50
$

NOW 389.
Open7 Days
Mon.-Fri. S.6 •Sat. 9-4 ·Sun. 12-4

275-3976

50

[llmK

Repairs on all makes
Helmets• Gloves• Scott Bars
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.-: ,_,. [K~rlcG
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9100 E. Colonial@ E·W Expy.

be eligible one must be a fe- Wellness Center, Rec Servmale athlete maintaining a 3.0 ices, the Wayne Densch Sports
GPA and be a full time student. Center and the Track Shack.
For more information call
Male and female age divisions range from 10-and-un- 281-1462.
der to 60-and-over.
The entry fee is$ 7 ($9 on the •SWAT BIATHLON
day of the race) and each enThe Student Wellness Adtrant registered will receive a vocate team announces its
T-shirt.
Third-Annual Biathlon to be
An awards ceremony at 10 held Sept. 24 at UCF.
a.m. will conclude the day's
The race will consist of an Sactivities. Call (407) 898-1313. mile bike sandwiched around
two, two-mile runs. Both Indi•KNIGHTRUN
vidual and team categories are
A 5K road race is scheduled available.
for Friday, Sept. 9 at 7 a.m. at
All race entrants will autothe University Shoppes across matically be registered for a
from UCF.
drawing where hundreds of
Proceeds from the race will prizes will be given away.
go toward the development of The grand prize will be a race
the UCF Track Club. The en- bike supplied by Bike King.
try fee is $7 ($9 day of the
The entry fee for an individrace). T-shirts will be awarded ual student is $7 and $15 for a
to all registured runners.
non-student.
Registration forms are avaliFor more information call
able on campus at the Student 281-5841.

E. Colonial
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Enjoy the benefits
of becoming an Olsten
Temporary.

Soccer teams
. defeat Berry i.n
season open·e rs

ae.

by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

VERY, VER>;

The UCF soccer teams
opened their seasons with victories over Berry (Ga.) Col-.
lege.
The UCF women defeated
Berry 3-0 while the men
topped Berry's men 3-1 SunI
day at UCF.
The women's team, ranked
eighth in Division I, received
goalsfromStephanieJohnson, I
Mauri Harris and Kelley Barnes. Berry's women are ranked
number one in NAIA.
uoverall, they're good
games to start the season,"
said Coach Bill Barker. "Our
women had overall good defense by not allowing any shots
on goal."
The men came back from a L
1-0 deficit to defeat Berry.
John Mailander led the attack
with a goal and assist. Shawn
Sprung and Mark Rowe each
added a goal for the Knights.
Both teams (1-0) resume action this weekend on the road.
The women's team will play
Barry Uruveristy, which is
ranked No. 1 in Division II on
Saturday and Florida International SW}day. The men take
on the South's seventh-ranked
team, FIU, on Saturday.
.

•SameWeek Pay
•Immediate Assignments 5 E R v 1 c E s
•Bonuses
The Working Solution.
'•Skills Improvement
•Work and Travel
•Medical and Dental Plan

EXTRAORDINARY ...
Tl!E BOXWORKS!

436 S. of University Dr. • 679-6066

Lakeview 436 Office Park
1026 S. Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park
(407) 679-4178

5125 Adamson St.
Suite 500
Orlando
740-6773
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MAKE THE DORM YOUR

WITH TERRIFIC VA[

FROM PAGE 21

Keith Evans took sole
possession of the UCF
career mterception record
with two thieveries.
West Georgia returns 19
starters from last year's
2-9 squad, which should
strengthen a team that
averaged only 12 points a
game last season.
Heading the offense will
be sophomore quarterback
Huel Medders. He played in
two games last season,
throwing for 231 yards on
14-of-29 passing. In the
backfield with Medders will
be Brooks Benton and Sandy
Strozier, who gained 210
and
187
yar.ds,
respectively, last year.
Medders will look to throw
to Nick Neal, the team's top
receiver last year with 4 76
yards and 20 receptions.
Eight returning defensive
starters will be under a new
coordinator for the Braves.
Leading the returnees art
senior linebackers Trent
Hattaway (113 tackles) and
Neal Gooch (96 tackles) and
senior safeties Bernard
Willis (93 tackles) and
Darron Franklin.
"I think we have more experience on defense than we have
had before," said Vohun.
"We don't know a lot about
them," said McDowell. "They
have a new defensive coordinator so they may have some
changes from last year."
Shane Willis, whose play
last week earned him the Division II Player-of-the-Week
award, is not worried ·w hat the
defense throws out him.
"Whatever they play we will
eat it up," said Willis.
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FROM HOME"
OM ZAYRE!

Now thru Sept. 24th

.

save $2998

~ ORGANIZE & SAVE!
Spacious Computer Center Handsome
oak finish unit with plenfy of work space
for your computer & school supplies.
Three adjustable shelves & handy pencil
drawer.

485/s"W x 23314" x 51 "H.

SPACE SAVING VALUE! .....

save $20

29~.~~
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~~

Regency chair/bed. Fl ips
open from chair to bed.
Herculon covered high
density foam.

VISA"
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QARE event to help the

world's children
This has been the decade for
gigantic mass- media benefits,
such as LIVE AID, FARM AID,
Amnesty International
and again this year,
SPORT AID.
Now for another gala
year,
"The Race
Against Time," event,
which is the major
focus of SPORT
AID '88, is coming to Orlando
Sept. 11.

The
"Race
Against Time,"
a two-hour 5
Kilometer (3.1
mile) run, is part
of SPORT AID,
a
world-wide
sports event which
will be held in over
100 countries. The
event will be linked together world-wide,
by
television, bringing the number of involved people to an
incredible total.
Already this year, nearly 100 million people tuned in to watch the SPORT
AID '88

)

-~

SEE RACE PAGE 2
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RACE FROM PAGE 1
"Change the World Party." Dozens of
international cities are planning to.
host "The Race Against Time" and
months before the race, $700,000
had already been raised.
CARE, the international relief and
development agency, has organized
"The Race Against Time."
The purpose to use _global fundraising to help end the misery of
millions of children worldwide who
die from malnutrition and ot4er easily preventable diseases.
"This is a unique opportunity for
both our community and, in fact, the
world to join together in a once-in-alifetime experience to work toward a
positive goal. "said CARE District
Director Diane Jefferson.
"It's a sad fact that 15 million
children die each year from malnutrition and such easily prevented
conditions as dehydration. However,
we know that we can do something to
change those statistics and our
'Race Against Time' will prove it."
The race, which is the centerpiece
of the SPORT AID '88 campaign,
promises to be one of the largest
international mass participation
events in history.
All races will run simultaneously
around the world at 11 a.m. New
York time on Sunday, Sept. 11.
In the United States, CARE is the
designated organizer of the event and
is promoting local running events in
the 14 American cities.
The cities in the United States that
will have a run are New York. Los
Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia. Washington D.C., Baltimore, Denver, Miami, Seattle, Minneapolis, Atlanta
and Orlando.
Jon Hughes, who has organized the Red Lobster 1OK Classic and

be only second to SPORT AID '86 in •
mass participation . .
"We are expecting [in Orlando]
anywhere from 500 to 1,000 runners," said Hughes. "Most partici- •
pants will register during the week of
the race."
Also participating in this event will
be many rock stars, including Sting,
Tue Eurythmics and Eddie Grant.
Sting, who plans to run in Milan,
Italy. said in an interview With •
SPORT AID '88 that "I ·want to run
again. 111 have Itali<!TIS chasing after
me."
To register for the local leg of the
race, forms are available at local retail outlets, health clubs and sporting goods stores. Several radio sta- •
tions including BJ105 are also promoting the race and informing the
conununity of the event.
Late registration will be at the
Track Shack, 1322 North Mills
Avenue. Orlando (407) 898-1313
until Sept. 9 from 10 a.m. to 7 p .m. ..
On the day of race, people will able
to register from 9 a.m. to 10:45
a.m.at the entrance to Lake Eola •
Park The entry fee is $10. The proceeds go directly to CARE and other
relief orgaruzations .
All who enter will receive a Race •
Against Time T-shirt and their own
personal "one-in-the-world" race
number from 1 to 20,000,000 or •
more. The Track Shack. will be accepting all registratl;on forms and
answer any questions.
"
One final note about this race is •
that participants are not required to
On September 11, Sting will join other artists taking part in CARE's race
run the entire length of the race.
against time.
Participants can choose to walk ..
through the course or even take a
the Citrus Bowl One-Half Marathon, town Orlando.
symbolic jog around the block as a
The race is open to participants of sign of their support.
was named director of the Orlando
all ages. It ts estimated that over 20
leg of "The Race Against Time."
"The Race Against Time" promHughes established the 5K course million people will show their con- ises to be a spectacular event in
that will begln at the comer of Cen- cern for the world's needy children by which people around the world will
tral Boulevard and Rosalind Avenue participating in the race.
join together in peace to give millions •
"The Race Against Time"is said to of needy children a chance to live.
and end at Lake Eola Park in down-

•

.
•

The Central Florida Future iscurrently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager.
•

Editor in Chiei
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management of the campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints .and supervises a
matt of student writers and editors. Oversees the paper's business manager and
business department, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publications .

•
•

.Business ·Manager
Duties: Responsible for the management.of the newspaper's business office.
Appoints and supervises a st~ff of student managers and advertising representatives, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publications.

For more information, please call 275-~865 and talk to Dave Schlenker or Leslie
·
Jorgensen.

•
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· Quayle rally rah-rah doesn't ·convince this writer
Candidate gives his conservative crow-d what it wants to hear ·
by Jim Hattaway

•

Dan Quayle came to UCF.
Well, that must mean that we are
now a big-name university fully endowed with the right to be subjected
to worthless political rhetoric just
like the big boys.
Yet. was Quayle's speech useless
rhetoric? Did he fulfill the expectations of UCF students? Did he
actually say anything?
What were the expectations of
students at UCF?
Well, I asked a few and this is what
they said:
Senior Brian Fallon
stressed the point that Quayle knew
the security of where he was speaking.
"Quayle chose the university because of its very consetvative attitude and the fact that he's safe here,"
Fallon said. "He basically wants a
good reaction, and he knows he'll get
it."
Some students were fairly cynical
toward the goals of Quayle's visit.
Eric Pitcher said, "He's going to suck
up to college students for votes."
Also, there were students who
were willing to give moral support to
the senator if he chose to defend his
enlistment in the National Guard.
Michelle Romard agreed. "I don't
think there is anyth:ing wrong with
Quayle having gone into the National
Guard," she said ... If he didn't believe
in going to Vietnam and didn't believe
in fighting for a cause that was not

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

his own, then there is nothing wrong
with him taking an alternative
course."
My own expectations for the
speech leaned towards those with a
cynical attitude. As a UCF student, I
am fully aware of the university's
ultra-conservative attitude and the
lure that attitude has for conservative candidates.
I also expected to hear nothing but
one-liners and applause lines from
Quayle. There are few things I enjoy
more than not being disappointed.
Thanks, Dan.
While Quayle mentioned nothing
about his time in the Guard (after all,
why beat a dead horse), he did meet
most people's expectations and went
for the safe route and spoke in pure
conservative - a tongue not easily
understood, but highly recognizable.
The first point Quayle made was
that it was his goal to send Dukakis
back to the Boston Harbor as was
suggested by one of the banners
hanging in the SCA.
Quayle tried to make the point
that if Dukalds wants to make competency an i~ue, then he had better
look at his own incompetency in
handling the pollution in Boston
Harbor.
While the point is valid, it ls surprising coming from the Republicans. After all, it was during the
Reagan administration that the EPA
was reduced to ajoke. I mean. it was
the conservatives who were maldng

absurd comments about "tree pollution."
Quayle then stated that the American people want someone who has an
ideology, someone who will lead the
country forward. He stated that
George Bush has an idea on how to
take the country forward .
Fortunately he spared us the inconvenience of having to listen to
exactly what that idea mtght be.
Quayle then proceeded to warn
about the dangers of the U.S. slipping back into the pitfalls of the
Carter presidency.
This was a valid point, since there
are few who would disagree that that
presidency was a damaging time for
U.S. credibility.
The weakest link in this portion of
the speech was that Quayle made a
flip comment to the effect that
Dukakis is another Carter.
To just toss out that statement as
he did in pursuit of an applause line
was insulting to the intelligence of
the listeners.
If he believes that
Dukakis is a Carter carbon copy,
then tell us why .
Another interesting point in the
program came when Quayle started
to speak about education. When he
commented on the Republican
commitment to education he received a few comments from hecklers
who were upset about cuts in student loans.
Quayle took it in stride like most
good politicians, and he quickly

changed the subject. He made a weak
link and switched to talking about
defense at a point that I am sure was
much sooner than he intended.
The first issue that he commented
on was the Strategic Defense Initiative (AKA "StarWars"). Quayle countered the Dukakis claim that SDI was
a fantasy and stated that defending
against Soviet ICBMs is defending
the U.S.
This was another shining example
of giving the people what they want to
hear. What with the research park
next door, and the UCF engineering
department developing the death
star intercontinental coffee wanner
laser. Quayle guaranteed for himself
another applause line.
The truth though is that SDI is just
what Dukakis claims it is: a fantasy.
I don't have time or space for the full
debate, but few people in the business (who know) think SDI will work.
Undoubtedly the most credible
statement that Quayle made was his
point that it was only through a firm
and strong Reagan administration
that the INF treaty was signed.
One statement that is not a fantasy is the fact that it is only through
strength they you can get the Soviets
to the bargaining table.
Quayle closed his speech by saying that the American people must
not allow the defense of this country
to fall into the hands of Dukakis.

SEE QUAYLE PAGE 5
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SENATE ELECTIONS
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'Star Trek' fans converge on Orlando,,
by Suzannah Terry

strumental in recruiting qualified women into the
space program at NASA.
In fact, two unexpected guests, one, a young
female astronaut and the other a NASA scientist
showed up to meet Nichols during one of her two
daily forums.
The young astronaut had evidently been a fan af
Star Trek as a youngster and expressed how
thankful she was to Nichols for not only her
inspirational role in the television series, but also
for her work in the space program.
Although she did not reveal the plot or the title,
Nichols remarked that "StarTrekV" will beginning
fihning this fall. Evidently the entire original cast
of St.arTrek has been contracted for "Star Trek V"
with an option for "Star Trek VI."
She said that "Star Trek V" was being written
and directed by Shatner. Although she felt it would
truly be difficult to top or even match the last Star
Trek movie, written and directed by Nimoy, she
said that Shatner has managed to accomplish just
that.
The stunning Nichols was certainly the highlight of the convention, but there were other activities as well. Fred Freiberg, producer of the third
season of the original Star Trek series, and one of
the producers of the Superbay television series
being partly filmed at the UCF also made an appearance.
Interestingly enough, he did not know the name
of the university where the series was being filmed
or the name of the young star (although he knew
it was "John something"). You would think a
producer of a television series would at least lmow
how to use a microphone (he went from being
totally inaudible to painfully loud).
I guess that's what the director gets pald good
money for.
Someone in the audience asked him why there
was such a great interest in Florida as the next film
capitol. Was it the unbeatable scenery? The fabulous pool of talent? The Southern hospitality,

Captain's log, stardate 8809.03. Vulcans,
Romulans, humanoids and other life forms have
landed and convened peaceably in Orlando, Florida on the planet Earth.
Their purpose: A Trekkie convention.
This past weekend, Sept. 3 and 4, hundreds of
people gathered at the Holiday Inn on International Drive for the second Star Trek convention in
Orlando this year.
The convention, sponsored byTrekon, attracted
everyone from Hardcore Trekkies (you can recognize them by their Starship Federation lapel pins,
pointed ears and/ or a glassy-eyed stare) to people
who only watched the show for that sexy Soviet,
Mr. Chekov.
This time the ·main attraction was Nichelle
Nichols, remembered for her portrayal of the
classy Communications Chief of the Starship
Enterprise, Lieutenant Uhura.
Enchanting as always, Nichols charmed and
delighted the audience as she told (and perhaps
even weaved a bit) little known tales of Star Trek
behind the scenes.
Of her favorites was the time she and the rest of
the cast of Star Trek took Leonard Nimoy's (Mr.
Spock} beloved 10-speed bicycle (which he evidently rode religiously each day around the set)
and hung it from the rafters.
Nichols also proudly mentioned that Star Trek
was the television series with the very first interracial kiss.
According to Nichols, the kiss between her and
William Shatner (Captain James T. Kirk). on the
episode .. Plato's Stepchildren," required 36 takes.
Although the producers feared there would be a
flood of complaints, most of the letters praised the
courage of the producers.
Since her role in StarTrekwhere she was part of
the fantasy of science, Nichols has been active in
the reality of the space program. She has been in-

perhaps? Nope. "Ifs money," he said. To you and
me and the film majors out here that translates
into "c-h-e-a-p 1-a-b-o-r."
In between the two question and answer sessions with Nichols promotional videos on the
making of Star Trek, The Next Generation and
profiles of the Next Generation cast were shown.
The videos introduced the audience to the actors and gave them a11 idea of what producing the
program entailed from the actors' point of view as
well as from the technical perspective.
The seller's area was, I'm afraid, was a little
disappointing. One would think that, as popular
as Star Trek is, that there would have been more
variety in the Star Trek and other science fiction
merchandise.
What was available was an interesting, though
shamefully small, selection of Star Trek memorabilia.
They had everything from Klingon Koolers (little
soda can holders), to posters of the grand dame of
space crafts. the Starship Enterprise, to patterns
of Star Trek uniforms so you could make your
own.
One of the most interesting items were tribbles,
those delightful, furry little asexual creatures that
multiply faster than Mediterranean fruit flies at
warp speed. For those unfamiliar with the original series. tribbles come from perhaps the most
popular of all Star Trek episodes, "'The Trouble
With Tribbles ...
Of course, a Star Trek convention would not be
complete without Bloopers.
Captain Kirk is called off the bridge. Running to
the elevator. the door fails to open automatically
and Kirk smashes into it, face first.
A rugged, young guard turning a tight comer
looses his footing and slides across the floor and
into the wall.
A scantily clad woman reveals some of her femi-

•

SEE TREK PAGE 5
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852. LEE ROAD• 1/4
ITEMS WITH

WEST OF

1-4

* CAN BE ORDERED TO GO

•

HOURS:SUN-THURSS-lOP.M. FRl7SAT5-11 P.M.

WHAT WE DO BEST!
* Shrimp & Cheese Tortellini 9.95
* Shrimp Pasta 7.85 * Seafood Pasta 6.85
* Shrimp Scampi 7.95

•

TRAYS AND BASKETS

•

SERVED WITH PARSLEY POTATOES & A LIITLE LEITUCE
"'Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price

*Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95
*Dungeness Crab Clusters 9 .95
*Scallops, Deep Eried 5.85 *Fried Clam Strips 3.95
*Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95
*Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried Shrimp 5.85
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season

•

DRAFT BEERS & WINES
Coors Regular or Light 16 oz..95 60 oz. 3.50
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95
INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANGRIA
Glass .95, 1/2 Carafe 1.85, Carafe 3.50
WHITE ZINFANDEL & MONDAVI
Glass 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50
NO CREDIT CARDS

•
•

REACH FORTHE
POWER. TEACH•.

..
•
•
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QUAYLE FROM PAGE 3 days old.

Well, the one question that
must be answered is did
Then the crowd went nuts.
Quayle fulfill the expectaPerhaps one of the more tions of the UCF student
interesting aspects of the body? Yes, he did.
evening was listening to the
He gave the students a
speech on the ABC evening nice clean all-out yeah-yeah
news. The amusing part was pro-conservative speech that
that the verSion was several would have made Ronald

Reagan proud.
up in the words of Learned
I personally thought the Hand when he said: "The
speech was a bit conde- public official must pick his
scending, but I have to give way nicely, must learn to
him credit for delivering his placate though not yield too
views with conviction and much, to have the art of
passion (all without tel- 'honeyed words but not to
eprompters).
seem neutral, and above all
All in all, though, perhaps to keep constantly audible,
the speech is best summed visible, even kissable."

TREKFROMPAGE4

asked what he would do with
the money he said, "Fifty
bucks will buy a lot of cats."
Although Star Trek seems
ninity when she makes a
wrongmove- probablynota to be merely a television sedifficult thing to do consider- ries, Star Trek and science
fiction as a whole serve to
ing some of the costumes.
The costume contest was expand our vision of the fualso a disappointment with ture.
As has so often been the
only a few contestants and
case in the past, what is tonot much originality.
The $50 prize went to a day our fantasy will tomorman dressed as Alf. When row be our reality.

•
•

•

•

ow to run· our

•

®

•

Tiu: American E.:pr · Card can play a tarring role
virtually an}where you shop from 'l\Jlsa to Thailand
\X1letf1er ou·re buying a 1 or a 1· hin. So during college
and after, it's the perfect '.'ay lo pay for 1usl about
evef!thing you'll want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of succes.<1. And hecause we belie\'e
in your potential. we're made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now. \\l1ether you're a fr~hman, se111or
or grad student. look into our new automatic appro\'al
offers. For det;1il , pick up an applicalton on campus. Or
call I-800-Tl lE-CARD and ask for a student application

The American Expre Card.
Don't Leave School Without It~M

•

~

Calendar·
• Entertainment
The John Young Science
Center located at 810 E .
Rollins St. in Orlando will
present a new feature
show, The Martian Adventure, from Sept. 3 - Jan.
29. The program , part of
the Science Center's
MARS MANIA activities,
explores our unique relationship with the "Red
Planet." Observatory Skywatches
every Friday
night at 9 p.m. and special
Marswatches on Sept. 21
and 22 at 9 p.m. will give
viewers a first hand look at
Mars. For more information call 896-7151.
•Speech
The Friends of the
Orlando Public Library
will present local short
story writer Philip Deaver
Saturday, Sept. 10 at
10:30 a.m. Winner of
Flannery O'Connor and 0.
Henry awards, Deaver's·
short story collection, Silent Retreats, is about
men caught in the muddle
of modem life. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served
at 10 a.m. Reservations
for this free program are
necessary before Sept. 9.
Call 425-4694.
• Disney World
Now that Mickey is 60,
Disney is adding November as a bonus month for
its Three Season Salute
World passport. The
Disney Ticket, which can
be used at Disney and
EPCar, is good for the
months of September
1988, January 1989 and
May 1989. The ticket costs
$65 for adults and $55 for
children under 10 and is
only for residents of Florida.
• Florida Symphony
The Florida Symphony
Orchestra, sponsored by
90.7 WMFE-FM and
WMFE-TV/Channel 24,
will kick off its 39th season on Sept. 22 with an
exciting and varied Masterworks concert line-up.
Lasting through May 6,
the program will feature
such artists as renowned
singer, Jan DeGaetani;
Hamao Fujiwara, winner
of the Paganini Intema- ·
tional Violin Competition;
and William Henry Curry,
recipient of the 1988 Leopold Stokowski Conducting Award. For information, call the FSO Box Office at 894 -2011.
~~~~
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European(sights_beckon to students
by K.A. Crooks

Ever wanted to see the sights of Europe?
If so, you may be in luck ifyou attend UCF.
because the university wants more students
to participate in its overseas academic programs.
..A major university of 18,000 students
needs to provide its students with a choice of
programs,"said Dr.AnthonyV. Cervone, the
recently appointed coordinator of UCF's
Office of International Studies.
Currently. UCF sponsors overseas exchange programs with universities and
education centers in Oviedo, Spain; Urbino,
Italy: and Lisieux, France.
UCF also participates in the Florida consortium which sent Florida university faculty
and students to Cambridge University, England last summer.
With the establishment of the OIS, the
UCF administration has placed more emphasis on increasing both the variety of programs and the percentage of UCF students
participating.
"Our goal is to nave 10-15 percent of both
student and faculty [populations] travel overseas on one or another of these programs,"
said Cervone.
Efforts to get increased student and faculty participation will begin this month when

M & Jl

.. George Bush was mal nights. But even Growcaught with a little lie in Time ing Pains could draw 25
magazine. He told the re- million if it were on all three
the OIS publishes the programs and sched- porter. when asked what n~tworks.
books he read, that he had
ules for the upcoming year.
.- Sightings of Elvis are up
Students have the option of going overseas read, by the time he was 17,
this
summer. Maybe beMo
by
Diek,
Catcher
in
the
Rye
for a single semester, a summer or for a yearcause
it is the 11th anniverand
GenUeman'sAgreement.
long program.
sary
of
his death.
Two
of
these
books
came
out
The International Studies office envisions
sending UCF students and faculty to the
ends of the earth. WWe want to give students
the opportunity to go to areas such as China,
Japan, New Zealand. Africa and so on," said
Dirty
Cervone.
The office is looking very closely into a
special request by Scotland's University of
Edinburgh to establish a UCF-sponsored
program with it. Courses offered with univer- long after Bush was 17.
..- Elvira. the dark-eyed
woman of horror shows, will
sities such as Edinburgh and Cambridge are
a pleasure for the office to organize due to the
.- Superstitious Nancy make her big-screen debut
schools' academic reputations. said Cer- Reagan has worn the same this fall with a poodle named
vone. WWI! are very careful of the academic red dress to the 1980, 1984 Gonk in Elvira. Mi.stress of
quality of each program," he said. '"Our and 1988 Republican Con- the Dark.
number one priority is to see that the stu- ventions.
dents are taken care of and that they get what
..- Hugh Hefner, founder of
Guess she expects her
they pay for."
Playboy magazine, is getting
dress will inspire voters.
UCF junior Michelle White was delighted
married sometime next year.
with the University of Cambridge courses she
.. More Republican News. His fiance, Kimberly Conrad
took. '"It was a superb educational experi- The Republican National (also known as Miss January
ence. I have great memories," she said.
Convention drew 25 million 1988) had to sign a pre-nupGraduate student Denise Kostic also viewers on all three net- tial contract saying she will
agreed ...Cambridge was exciting and chal- works. That would have put take nothing in case of diit 1n first or second place in vorce.
Sounds like real love.
SEE SCHOOL PAGE 8 the Nielsen ratings on nor-
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Laundry

Clop~ & !Bottomi, {/nc.

Ladies & Gents Sportswear
Bring in this ad and receive
$10.00 off all jeans in stock
164 S Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807

Royal Oak Village
(407) 380-6069
@.!fl" .

•I

~~~~'~r~~.~~~~~~~J
----QUESTION # 3 - - - WHAT ROCK GROUP STARRED IN

THE UNFINISHED, UNRELEASED
FILM "WHO KILLED BAMBI"

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

~------------------------------~

For you METAL fans. listen to "Metal Shop" on WUCF
Sundays at Miidnight.

•

Colonial Dr.
Altamonte Springs
S. Orange Blossom Tr.
•

,A University of Central Florida

W

Orientation Team Presents
~nr;,ft,-m~r; ~_A~./U/1$.

..,-; ,OR~K~-;~r;r~

a 6 hour speed reading workshop for those who want to
learn the SECRETS, TIPS, AND TECHNIQUES of
today's most successful student.

•
•
•
•

DOUBLE Reading Speed
INCREASE Comprehension
IMPROVE Retention
MAXIMIZE Organization

•
•

•
Choose from two formats for only $65 .00:
(1) 2 Three-hour Sessions· Thursday, Sept. 26 & Oct. 6 • 6:30-9:30 PM
(2) 1 Six-hour Session: - Saturday, October 1
- 9 AM - 4 PM

For fu.rther information or registration call:
1-800-432-4765

•
•

•

•
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Summer offers fantastic film selections
by Kristen Sweet

Danko, a Moscow detective who has been sent on .
a mission to America. Belushi is Art Ridzik, a
corny Chicago policeman as~igned to guard Schwarzenegger.
Danko is on the rampage in Chicago. Ridzik is
forced to take on Danko, a new partner whom he
strongly dislikes with due cause: Danko is not a
likable character.
The humor and chemistry ofthefilmstemsfrom
the personality clashes and light bantering between the two men, which keeps the story going.
Neither one seems much like an actor. Belushi
acts like a comic and Schwarzenegger doesn't act.
he just stands there.
Adventure is the key to many people's enjoyment of this movie and there is plenty to share.
There is a lot of blood. Lots of action from the
opening to the grand finale. The movie is predictable, but if you Uke Belushi or Schwarzenegger
then you will find this movie red hot.

Well, summer is over to no one's surprise and
yet the lengthy list of summer movies drags on.
Those of you who did not venture to the theaters or
manage to catch this inspiring movie comer may
be painfully unaware of the wide variety of megamoyies.
Confetti has already pointed out some of the
best movies of the summer. In our opinion, the
four best, well, interesting, action adventure movies and comedies are described. All of these films
are still playing in Orlando - so if you haven't seen
them yet, hurry!
,
Midnight Run:

This is an an unlikely adventure movie - exciting, well acted and with intelligent dialogue. The
verbal exchanges keep the movie going. To 1.op it
off, Midnight Run has a good twisty plot. which
keeps its audience entertained the entire time.
Robert DeNiro stars as a cpminal bounty
hunter who is after Charles Grodin, playing a man
who skipped bail. The movie is interesting because
the mob wants Grodin dead. and so does another
bounty hunter and all the while, the FBI is after
both after Grodin and DeNiro.
There are wonderlul escapades with planes,
trains and automobiles, yet the plot is quite origi. nal considering typical action pictures. The movie
also has some amazing special effects but is more
realistic than say, Rambo III.
The grand finale keeps us going and wondering
what is going to happen. There is no love interest
nor any steamy females, but it is a good buddy
movie. which both sexes will enjoy.

In Coming To America Eddie Murphy plays
Prince Akeem in Queens, New York.
McClane is an ingenious cop who reverts to a
primitive mentality in order to survive. He spends
most of his time in terrific elevator shaft scenes,
trying to fight his way out. There are opportunities
for Mcclane to eradicate the enemy but for the
sake of the plot he persists in passing them up.
This movie is not even a good Hollywood drama.
There are the clear-cut good guys and bad guys
and our hero Bruce wears white - the bad guys
wear gray or black outfits.
The characters are stereotypes; the good policeman. the sensationalist j ourna11st and Vietnam
Die Hard:
This movie stars Bruce Willis as John Mcclane. veterans in the FBI. all of whom are enhanced by
a tough, New York cop. married to a yuppie spurting blood, exploding vehicles. foul language
executive. At a Christmas Eve party, he tries to and many deaths. Sadly enough . Die Hard is
rescue her and a band of others from a band of pathetic.
Red Heat
James Bond-like bad guys who have invaded a 30In this _ft.Im. Arnold Schwarzenegger plays Ivan
plus-floor building.

Miami Connection:

This is the unlikely story of five UCF students,
all orphans from around the world, who sing in a
nig_htclub band, called Dragon Sound, in order to
earn the money they need to pay their tuition.
Every thing goes well until Ninjitsu drug dealers
try to penetrate the Central Florida cocaine market
with the help of a ruthless gang leader who happens to use the money from these illicit activities
to put his kid sister, the lead singer of Dragon
Sound, through the university.
What ensues are several fight scenes pitting the
Tae Kwon-Do practicing members of Dragon
Sound -Mark (Y. K. Kim), John (Vincent Hirsch),
Jack (Joseph Diamond - also the screen wrtter and
associate producer). and Jim (Maurice Smith)
-against the biker friends of Jeff.
If you Uke to watch Karate films, go to the video
store and rent Bruce Lee's China Connection. If

SEE MOVIES PAGE 8

Aloma Square at
Forsyth & Aloma Ave.
(around the Cornu from U 'inn Dixie)

678-1221

•

•

8-8-Q .
Hrs. 6 a.m. - 9 p.m .
Sun. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•

•

BREAKFAST
BUFFET

$3.95

EAT IN or TAKE OUT

Al I-You-Can-Eat

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS

Sat. & Sunday Morning

(TIA 2'-MU11l. -

Vll...U:.-

~

L\rn<Co

•

C.Of.lT~~r

/.~S~A

'/'f4 OtAl"l'I "fas

•

7ftfZIY

fC -fri ~ 3)1.lN.bS

•

HELP WANTED• 365-4494
LIVE BAND ON · SATURDAY NIGHT
LIVE JAM SESSION' EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT .

In The Alafaya Square Shopping Center
•

WE CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS NO PARTY TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
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MOVIES FROM PAGE7
·. you want to watch biker
thugs die by the hands of Y.
K. Kim in the streets of
Orlando, go see Miami Connection.

A Fish Called Wanda :

This film is ·a rare fish
indeed. It focuses on four
shady characters in England, who have stolen $20
million worth of jewelry.
Because they have no loyalties to one another, they
conspire against each other
and predictably, tiy to rob
each other blind.
John Cleese stars as an
unlikely hero - a married,
aging, attorney who becomes
entwined with the gang - and
Jamie Lee Curtis stars as
sexy, young Wanda who has
employed her persuasive
powers to entrap three men.
Wanda is full of slightly
offbeat, Woody Allen humor.
It is crazy comedy in the
sense that Crocodile Dundee
and The Gods Must Be Crazy
were· entertaining. Difficult
to classify. it can be compared to an Amerlcanized
version of a Monty Python
film.
This movie was a wonderful comedy. and while the
story of A Fish Called Wanda
is not new, the manner in
which it is presented gives
new twists to the old idea. It
covers all of its bases with a
little bit of sex. seafood and
murder.
Bull Durham:
This movie of tasteful sex

and specious baseball. It
focuses on the losing North
Carolina Durham Bulls team
and the two players, "Crash"
Davis (Kevin Costner) and
"Nuke" LaLoosh (Tim Robbins), who make it great.
Bull Dw-ham is presented
from the perspective of
"Crash" Davis. a gorgeous.
aging catcher hired as a
mentor for Robbins. The men
complement each other, and
together form a powerful
team. Although the scenery
is baseball, the movie is
based on the characters'
emotional commitments.
The action is complicated
by the presence of Annie
Savoy, played by Susan Sarandon. Savoy is a baseball
expert and sexy cheerleader
who annually selects and
cultivates a player, thereby
improving his performance
in the bedroom and on the
baseball field. Savoy manages to end up with both
Davis and Robbins, physically and emotionally.
Needless to say, the three
characters form an unusual
love triangle. The characters
of Bull Durham are the secret
to the movie. Because they
play their parts perfectly, the
story flows and continues

carrying the audience and
our feelings with it.
Coming to AmericaT h i s
film starring Eddie Murphy
and Arsenio Hall, is different
any from other · movie
Murphy has made. He plays
Prince Akeem, heir to the
mythical African kmgdom of
Zamunda. Akeem doesn't
agree with the fact that his
bride must be chosen for
him, so he travels to Queens
to look for a bride.
Director John Landis
describes Coming to America
as an old fashioned "30's
romantic comedy." This film
is definitely set apart from
other Murphy roles. The
character he plays is not a
foul mouthed individual, but
a gentle enthusiastic young
prince.
· The Prince takes along
his close friend Semmi to
help him in his quest. In the
movie, Murphy and Hall
shows the range of their
comic abilities by doing
cameos as several other
characters.
This film is
definitely not typical
Murphy. It has a wit to it that
none of his other movies has
had. Some people may not be
used to it, but it looks as if
Mr. Gumby is finally growing
up and out of his typecast
image, however, it is an enjoyable film to watch.

6A~O£N

CHINESE RESTAURANT
The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS - 'LOWEST PRICES!!

featuring:
Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

••11-•

•

MEAL PLAN NOW AVAILABLE
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

t
N

281-1864

~.50

UCF

D

t

<

•

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl

M-F: 11:00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10 :00 P.M.

~
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Who Framed Roger Rab-

bit
This movie was a challenge to the filmmakers and
actors. The actors had to
pretend that they were acting
to a character who wasn't
·there. Their motions and
actions had to blend in perfectly with the animation
that followed later. And it
worked.
The movte takes place in
1947 Hollywood. Roger Rabbit is a floppy-eared, stunt
rabbit. As of late, however,
his work is being affected by
the nasty rumors about his
wife Jessica. Enter Eddie
Valiant, the down-on-hisluck private eye who is hired
by cartoon mogul RK. Maroon to find out the truth
about Roger's wife.
TheI} it's a web of suspense and intrigue as Eddie
Valiant and the wanted
bunny tiy to find out who
really killed Acme. Also, the
evil Judge Doom is hot on the
trail of lovable Roger Rabbit
with his vat of hated "dip,"
the only substance that can
kill a Toon.
Who Framed Roger Rabbit

is more than a cinematic
treat. It is a technological
maSterpiece.
Live actors interact with
animated characters in a
story filled with humor,
mystery and madness. The
film has something for everyone, especially if you're into
cartoons.

SCHOOLFROMPAGE6 the quality of past UCF stulenging. rd definitely go
back." The office is actively
pursuing funding for interested students. "We want
grants, not just loans, for
students on International
Studies programs," said Cervone. Cervone also spoke of

Tt£N -

dents in the program. "I am
veiy proud of our students.
Students interested in
international education
should call Cervone at 2815375.

Applicants for the spring
semester programs should
do so at once.

Buckle up Florida ••• It's the Law

SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER
10145 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

(Corner of Dean Rd. + University)

679-5800
- - 25¢ BEERS EVERYDAY

S

- 7

MONDAY
COMEDY NIGHT• 50¢ DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
TUESDAY
TUESDAY NIGHT• ALL YOU CAN DRINK
$5.00
WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT• FREE CHAMPAGNE• 8-12
THURSDAY
$"1 .SO IMPORTS

LIVE MUSIC TUES.-SAT.
• Sept. 6, 7 & 8
HARDCORE MUSIC THEATRE
• Sept.9&10
SOULER ECLIPSE (Reggae)
• Sept. 13 & 14
CORNERSTONE (Reggae)
• Sept.15,16&17
ROCK SU~ERBOWL
,
3 Bands to benefit the UCF Surf Club

r:----------;,

:~:

!$2.00!
I

. I

: PITCHER :
I
I

(LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER)

expires 9-22-88

I
I
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